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Abstract. We prove a theorem analogous to Quillen’s plus-construction in the category of algebras
over an operad. For that purpose we prove that this category is a closed model category and prove
the existence of an obstruction theory. We apply further this plus-construction for the specific cases
of Lie algebras and Leibniz algebras which are a noncommutative version of Lie algebras: let sl(A)

be the kernel of the trace map gl(A) → A/[A,A], whereA is an associative algebra with unit and
gl(A) is the Lie algebra of matrices overA. Then the homotopy of sl(A)+ in the category of Lie
algebras is the cyclic homology ofA whereas it is the Hochschild homology ofA in the category of
Leibniz algebras.
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0. Introduction

Quillen’s plus-construction creates, from a connected CW-complexX whoseπ1 is
perfect, a pair(i,X+) whereX+ is a simply connected CW-complex andi : X →
X+ induces an isomorphism in homology [9, 17]. One of the most important roles
played by this construction is in defining theK-theory of an associative algebraA
with unit: theK-theory ofA is the homotopy of BGL(A)+. Moreover, theK-theory
of A is rationally the primitive part of the homology of BGL(A). One notices that
the theorem of J.-L. Loday and D. Quillen [10, 12], proved independently by B.
Tsygan [20], has the same form, that is the cyclic homology ofA is the primitive
part of gl(A), where gl(A) is the Lie algebra of matrices overA. That is to say

K∗(A)⊗Q ∼= PrimH∗(BGL(A),Q); HC∗(A) ∼= PrimH∗+1(gl(A),Q).

Our first motivation is to prove the existence of a plus-construction in the cate-
gory of Lie algebras such that cyclic homology can be interpreted as the homotopy
of gl(A)+ (see Proposition 5.2). Moreover, we prove that there is also a plus-
construction in the category of Leibniz algebras, which are a noncommutative
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setting of Lie algebras and we recover Hochschild homology by an analogue of
Proposition 5.2 (see Proposition 5.3). Since this construction does not depend on
the category of algebras, we have decided to present it in its full generality and to
develop a plus-construction in the category of algebras over an operad.

The first section provides material needed about operads for the next sections.
In the second section, we consider the category of algebras over an operad as a
model category in the sense of Quillen, then define the homotopy and the Quillen
homology of an algebra over an operad. In that context, we prove an analogue of
the Hurewicz theorem. The third section is devoted to an obstruction theory which
is useful to prove the functoriality up to homotopy of the plus-construction. The
plus-construction is developed in the fourth section. The last section is concerned
with the proof of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3.

NOTATION. From now onK denotes a field of characteristic 0 and all vector
spaces will be considered overK. The category ofK-vector spaces is denoted by
VectK . The group of permutations onk elements is denoted by Sk.

A graded vector spaceV is a non-negative lower graded vector space. It is said
to ben-reducedif Vi = 0, ∀i < n andreducedif it is 1-reduced. Itssuspensionis
the graded vector spacesV defined by(sV )n = Vn−1.

A graded vector spaceV is a differential graded vector spaceor acomplexif
it is equipped with a morphismd : V → V of degree−1 such thatd2 = 0. In
that context, the space of cycles isZr(V ) = Ker(d : Vr → Vr−1) and the space
of boundaries isBr(V ) = Im(d : Vr+1 → Vr); the homology of the complex
V is H∗(V ) = Z∗(V )/B∗(V ). A differential graded vector space isconnected
if H0(V ) = 0. A quasi-isomorphismof complexes is a morphism inducing an
isomorphism in homology.

The free commutative algebra (resp.co-commutative coalgebra) generated by a
graded vector spaceV will be denoted either byS(V ) or3(V ). The reason for the
second notation comes from the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex associated to a Lie
algebraG: since it is the free commutative algebra generated bysG it is the exterior
algebra generated byG.

1. Algebras over an Operad

Topological operads were introduced by P. May [13] in the 70’s in the context of
homotopy theory. Since algebraic operads were reintroduced by V. Ginzburg and
M. Kapranov in 1994 [6], they have become objects of great interest. In this section,
we give definitions and results useful for the next sections.

An operad is an algebraic object which determines a type of algebras. For in-
stance, the operadsLie,As andCom, encode respectively Lie algebras, associative
algebras, and commutative algebras. In this section, we give two equivalent defini-
tions of operads and define differential graded algebras over an operad. Following
E. Getzler and J.D.S. Jones [5] we explain the construction of an almost free reso-
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lution of a differential graded algebra over an operad. We refer to [5, 6, 11] for
more details.

DEFINITION 1.1. A S-moduleM is a sequence{M(n)} such thatM(n) is a Sn-
module for eachn. We associate to anyS-moduleM an endofunctorT (M,−) of
VectK defined by

T (M, V ) =
⊕
k>0

(M(k)⊗SkV ⊗k), ∀ V ∈ VectK,

where Sk acts onV ⊗k by permutation. The category of S-modules is denoted by
S-mod.

The composite of these endofuntors is an endofunctor of the same form [8].
More precisely, there exists an associative bifunctor,◦ : S-mod×S-mod→ S-mod,
such thatT (M ◦N ,−) ∼= T (M, T (N ,−)).

Let I be the S-module defined byI (n) = K if n = 1 andI (n) = 0 if not; then
I is the unit for this product.

DEFINITION 1.2. An operad is an associative algebra in the category S-mod.
Consequently, an operad is a S-moduleP with an associative productµ : P ◦P →
P and a unitη : I → P commuting withµ. In fact, the operad structure may be
described in terms of a collection of equivariant morphisms, calledproducts

P(n)⊗ P(j1)⊗ · · · ⊗ P(jn)→ P(j1 + · · · + jn)
and a unit 1∈ P(1) satisfying the axioms of P. May [13].

A unital operadis an operadP such thatP(0) = 0 andP(1) = K.
The existence of the bifunctor◦ asserts that giving an operadP is equivalent to

giving a monad of the formT (P,−) in the category End(VectK). An algebra over
this monad is aP-algebra.

PROPOSITION 1.3.LetP be an operad. AP-algebraA is a vector space equipped
with Sn-equivariant morphisms, called products,P(n) ⊗ A⊗n → A which are
associative with respect to the product inP and which make the operad unit act as
the identity.

We denote byµ(a1, . . . , an) the image ofµ⊗a1⊗· · ·⊗an under the product. As
in the case of monads,T (P, V ) is the freeP-algebra generated by the vector space
V . FurtherP(n) can be identified with then-multilinear part ofT (P, 〈x1, . . . , xn〉),
as a Sn-module.

EXAMPLES 1.4. Consider the free (nonunitary) associative algebra
As(x1, . . . , xn) generated byx1, . . . , xn and letAs(n) be the sub-vector space
of As(x1, . . . , xn) generated by the monomials containing eachxi only once; then
As(n) is the vector space generated byxσ(1) · · · xσ(n) for σ ∈ Sn and it is naturally
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endowed with a structure of Sn-module which corresponds to the regular represent-
ation. The collectionAs= {As(n), n>0} forms an operad, namelythe associative
operad: products are morphisms

As(l)⊗As(m1)⊗ · · · ⊗As(ml)→ As(m1+ · · · +ml)
which associate to a monomialµ, ν1, . . . , νl the one obtained by substituting
monomialsνi for elementsxi in µ. An As-algebra is nothing but an associative
algebra and the productAs(n)⊗A⊗n → A is given by the polynomial evaluation.
Moreover, the free algebra generated by a vector spaceV is

T (As, V ) = T̄ (V ) =
∞⊕
n=1

V ⊗n.

Similarly, we can define an operadCom = {Com(n), n>0}, whereCom(n)
is the vector space generated byx1 · · · xn seen as the trivial representation of Sn.
A Com-algebra is nothing but a (nonunitary) commutative algebra, and the free
commutative algebra generated by a vector spaceV is

T (Com, V ) = S̄(V ) =
∞⊕
n=1

(V ⊗n)Sn .

We can define as well the operadLie where algebras over this operad are Lie
algebras.

DEFINITION 1.5. (Differential GradedP-algebras). We consider the category of
differential graded vector spaces equipped with the graded tensor product; the
symmetric operator is the following one:

U ⊗ V → V ⊗ U
u⊗ v 7→ (−1)|u||v|v ⊗ u.

The differential onU ⊗ V is given by d(u⊗ v) = du⊗ v + (−1)|u|u⊗ dv.
Let P be an operad. A gradedP-algebra is a graded vector spaceA with mor-

phisms of degree 0,P(n) ⊗ A⊗n → A, satisfying the same relations as in the
nongraded case. Aderivationof A is a morphismd : A → A of degree−1 such
that

d(µ(a1, . . . , an)) =
n∑
i=1

±µ(a1, . . . ,dai, . . . , an).

A is said to be adifferential gradedP-algebraif it is endowed with a derivationd
such thatd2 = 0.

DEFINITION 1.6. Thehomotopyof a differential gradedP-algebraA, denoted
by π∗(A), is the homology of the underlying complex.
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A non-gradedP-algebra can be considered as a differential gradedP-algebra
concentrated in degree 0 with the differential 0.

DEFINITION 1.7. (Differential GradedP-coalgebras). Acoalgebraover an ope-
radP is a vector spaceX equipped with Sn-equivariant coproductsP(n) ⊗ X →
X⊗n, which are associative with respect to the product inP and which make the
operad unit act as the identity. The image ofp⊗ v under this coproduct is written,
following Sweedler’s notation:

p(v) =
∑

v(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ v(n).
If P(n) is finite-dimensional for alln, the linear dual of the product inP

P(n)⊗ P(l1)⊗ · · · ⊗ P(ln)→ P(l1 + · · · + ln)
induces a coproduct ofP-coalgebras onC(P, V ) = ⊕n>0(P(n)∗⊗V ⊗n)Sn . When
V is reduced, we obtain the reduced (co)freeP-coalgebra (co)generated byV .
Then aP-coalgebra structure onX is specified by a coproductX→ C(P, X). Let
X be a gradedP-coalgebra. Acoderivationof X is a morphismd : X → X of
degree−1 satisfying

dp(v) =
∑
±v(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ dv(i) ⊗ · · · ⊗ v(n).

We define a differential gradedP-coalgebra as for differential gradedP-algebras.

DEFINITION 1.8. (Indecomposable Elements). LetA be a differential gradedP-
algebra. Anideal of A is a sub-vector spaceI such that

µ(a1, . . . , an−1, s) ∈ I, ∀µ ∈ P(n), ∀ai ∈ A, ∀s ∈ I.
LetP be a unital operad andAn be the image of the product⊕

k>n
(P(k)⊗SkA⊗k)→

A. ThenAn is an ideal ofA called thenth power of the augmentation ideal. For
instanceA2 is the vector space generated by the elements inAwhich can be written
as a product of elements inA; the vector spaceA/A2 denoted byQA is called the
K-module ofindecomposable elements. If A is the free gradedP-algebra generated
by V , one has

An =
⊕
k>n

(P(k)⊗Sk V ⊗k) and QA ∼= V.

WhenA is a differential gradedP-algebra, one sees thatH0QA ∼= Qπ0A.

DEFINITION 1.9. (Almost Free Algebras). The category of differential gradedP-
algebras is equipped with a coproduct [4, 5], denoted∨, and one has the following
isomorphism:

T (P, V ) ∨ T (P,W) ∼= T (P, V ⊕W).
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A differential gradedP-algebra isalmost freeif it is free as a gradedP-algebra.
Specifically, it is of the form(T (P, V ),d) whereV is a graded vector space and d
is not necessarily induced by a differential onV . An almost free morphismis a map
of the formA → A ∨ T (P, V ) whereT (P, V ) is an almost free algebra. Notice
thatA is almost free if and only if the map 0→ A is almost free.

THEOREM 1.10 [5, 6].Any differential graded algebra over an operad admits an
almost free resolution, that is for any differential gradedP-algebraA, there exists
a quasi-isomorphismF → A with F almost free.

Remark1.11. We have seen that an operad is an associative algebra in the
category of S-modules. The principle of this resolution is the same as the bar
resolution for associative algebras, though it is rather more complicated. Note
also that V. Ginzburg and M. Kapranov construct a bar resolution of an operad
P, which is a free cooperad denoted byB(P) and the almost free resolution is
T (P, C(B(P), A))→ A,whereC(B(P), A) is the freeB(P)-coalgebra generated
byA. What we need for the next sections is that ifA is n-reduced, so is the almost
free resolution.

V. Ginzburg and M. Kapranov have built a duality for binary quadratic operads
[6], called Koszul duality. For instance, the dual of the operadCom is the operad
Lie and the operadAs is self-dual. The dual of an operadP is denotedP ! . If the
operadP happens to be a unital Koszul operad [6], withP(n) finite dimensional
for all n, E. Getzler and J.D.S. Jones [5] have defined a pair of adjoint functors
from the category of differential gradedP-algebras (dgP − alg) and the category
of reduced differential gradedP ! -coalgebras (dgP ! − Cog0)

CP : dgP − alg←−−→dgP ! − Cog0 : TP .

These functors induce a smaller resolution, called theKoszul resolution:

THEOREM 1.12 [5, 6].If P is a Koszul operad, the unit and the co-unit of the
adjunction are quasi-isomorphisms. In particular, for every differential gradedP-
algebrasA, there exists a quasi-isomorphismTP(CP(A))→ A.

In fact the functorsCP andTP are built as below:
(1.13) Construction of the FunctorCP . Let (A, ∂) be a differential gradedP-

algebra. We defineCP(A) as the reduced free gradedP ! -coalgebra generated by
sA and equipped with a differential d which is the sum of a linear differential d1

induced by∂ and a quadratic differential d2 induced by the structure ofP-algebra
onA. Indeed we can setCp,q = (P !(p + 1)⊗Sp+1 (sA)

⊗p+1)p+q, then

d1 : Cp,q → Cp,q−1, d2 : Cp,q → Cp−1,q,

andCP(A) = ⊕p,qCp,q is the total complex of a first quadrant bicomplex; hence
the functorCP preserves quasi-isomorphisms. LetA be a differential gradedP-
algebra. Theoperadic homologyof A is the homology of the total complexCP(A).
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Note that the operadsLie, As andCom are Koszul operads and the operadic
homology obtained is nothing but respectively Chevalley–Eilenberg homology and
Hochschild homology and Harrison homology [6]. The functorCP is the functorC
of Quillen for Lie algebras [18], and the bar construction for associative algebras.

(1.14) Construction of the FunctorTP . It is a generalization of the cobar cons-
truction for associative coalgebras in the case ofP ! -coalgebras. Let(C, d) be a
reduced differential gradedP ! -coalgebra. We defineTP(C) as the free gradedP-
algebra generated bys−1C and equipped with a differential∂ which is the sum of
a linear differential∂1 induced by d and a quadratic differential∂2 induced by the
structure ofP ! -coalgebra onC. IndeedTP(C) is a second quadrant bicomplex and
we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.15. The functorTP preserves quasi-isomorphisms between 2-reduced
differential gradedP !-coalgebras.

Proof. Let ψ : (B, d) → (B ′, d ′) be a quasi-isomorphism between 2-reduced
differential gradedP ! -coalgebras. We define a filtration onTP by Fp =
⊕k> pP(k) ⊗Sk (s

−1B)⊗k. The differential∂1 respects the filtration and since∂2

is quadratic, we get∂2(F
p) ⊂ Fp+1. Let us consider the diagram with exact rows:

0 −→ Fp+1 −→ Fp −→ Fp/Fp+1 −→ 0
TP (ψ)↓ ↓ TP (ψ)

0 −→ F ′p+1 −→ F ′p −→ F ′p/F ′p+1 −→ 0.

However, the differential onFp/Fp+1 is induced by∂1 because∂2 is quad-
ratic, so by hypothesisTP(ψ) is a quasi-isomorphism. Consequently, if the map
H(TP(ψ)) : H(Fp+1) → H(F ′p+1) is an isomorphism, so isH(TP(ψ)):
H(Fp) → H(F ′p). Since B and B ′ are 2-reduced, we getHk(Fp+1) =
Hk(F

′p+1) = 0, for k6p. The result now follows.

2. Quillen Homology and Hurewicz Theorem

In this section we first recall that the category of differential graded algebras over
an operad is a model category in the sense of D. Quillen [3, 16]. The proof is due
to E. Getzler and J.D.S. Jones based on the almost free resolution (see 1.10) [5].
Further, we will define the Quillen homology of an algebra over an operad and
prove a Hurewicz’s theorem in this framework.

Throughout the section, letP be a unital operad and let dgP-alg be the catego-
ry of differential gradedP-algebras: henceforth called ‘algebras’. Recall that the
homotopy of an algebraA is the homology of the underlying complex.

DEFINITION 2.1. LetC be a category. ThenC is said to be amodel categoryif it
has three distinguished classes of morphisms called weak equivalences, fibrations
and cofibrations, and if the following axioms hold:

(CM1) The categoryC has all finite limits and colimits.
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(CM2) If f andg are morphisms such thatgf is defined, then if any two off , g
andgf are weak equivalences, then so is the third.

(CM3) If f is a retract ofg, and ifg is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration, resp.
a cofibration), then so isf .

(CM4) (i) Cofibrations have the left lifting property with respect to every trivial
fibration;
(ii) fibrations have the right lifting property with respect to every trivial
cofibration.

(CM5) (i) Every morphismf can be factoredf = pi wherep is a trivial fibration
andi a cofibration;
(ii) every morphismf can be factoredf = pi wherep is a fibration and
i a trivial cofibration.

In these axioms, atrivial fibration is a morphism which is both a fibration and
a weak equivalence; similarly for trivial cofibrations. A morphismf : A → B

has theleft lifting property with respect to a morphismg : X → Y if given any
diagram

A → X

f ↓ ↓ g

B → Y

there is a morphismB → X making both triangles commute. Similarly for right
lifting property. A morphismf : A→ B is aretract of a morphismg : X→ Y if
there exists a diagram

A
i−→ X

r−→ A

f ↓ g ↓ f ↓
B

i′−→ Y
r ′−→ B

such thatri = A andr ′i′ = B.

THEOREM 2.2 [5].The category of differential gradedP-algebras, equipped with
the following three classes of morphisms:

(i) weak equivalences which are morphisms inducing isomorphisms in homotopy,
(ii) fibrations which are surjections in degrees> 0,
(iii) cofibrations which are morphisms having the left lifting property with respect

to every trivial fibration,

is a model category.

The proof is based on the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.3 [5]. (i)Any mapA → B admits a factorizationA→ X → B in
whichA→ X is an almost free morphism andX→ B is a trivial fibration.
(ii) Any almost free morphism is a cofibration.
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Recall that afibrant object in a model category is an objectA such thatA→ 0
is a fibration whereas acofibrant object is an objectB such that 0→ B is a
cofibration. By the definition of a fibration, it follows that every algebra is fibrant.
Furthermore, every cofibrant algebra is a retract of an almost free algebra. We give
now a canonical path space that will enable us to treat right homotopies.

DEFINITION 2.4. (A Canonical Path Space). First recall some definitions. LetX

be an object of a categoryC. A path spacefor X is an objectX′ of C together with
a weak equivalenceσ : X → X′ and a morphismρ : X′ → X × X satisfying
ρσ = (X,X). It is called agood path spaceif ρ is a fibration.

Let I be the free differential graded commutative algebra generated by two
elements:t in degree 0 and dt in degree−1, with the differential d given by d(t) =
dt and d(dt) = 0. Consider the fieldK as a commutative algebra and lets0 : K →
I be the canonical inclusion andp0, p1 : I → K be defined by

p0(φ(t,dt)) := φ(0,0), p1(φ(t,dt)) := φ(1,0), ∀φ(t,dt) ∈ I.
From these definitions, it follows thats0 is a quasi-isomorphism and that:H∗(I ) =
K andp0s0 = p1s0 = K.

For any differential gradedP-algebraX, there exists a structure of differential
gradedP-algebra onX ⊗ I described as follows:

(i) Set µ ∈ P(n) and xi ⊗ αi ∈ X ⊗ I for 16 i6n; we define the product
µ(x1⊗ α1, . . . , xn ⊗ αn) by±µ(x1, . . . , xn)⊗ α1 · · · αn;

(ii) The differential is the classical differential on a tensor product of differential
graded vector spaces.

Hence, we get a factorization

X
X⊗s0−−→X ⊗ I X⊗p0−−→−−→

X⊗p1

X.

We define then thecanonical path spaceXI as

(XI )i =
0, if i < 0,

Ker
(
d: (X ⊗ I )0→ (X ⊗ I )−1

)
, if i = 0,

(X ⊗ I )i, if i > 0.

The induced morphisms yield the diagram

X
sX0−→XI

pX0−→−→
pX1

X,

and it is not hard to check thatXI is a good path space. ThereforepX0 andpX1 are
trivial fibrations.

LEMMA 2.5. Letf : A→ B be a weak equivalence. Any morphismg : X → B

withX cofibrant factorizes throughA up to homotopy. More precisely, there exists
a morphismφ : X→ A such thatf φ is homotopic tog.
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Proof. The morphismf can be factored through the fiber productA ×B BI of
f andpB0

A
j=(A,sB0 f )−−−−−−→A×B BI q=pB1 pr2−−−−−→B.

With the definition of the canonical path space, it is not hard to check thatq is
a fibration andj is a weak equivalence. Sincef is a weak equivalence, so isq.
Hence the diagram

0

��

// A×B BI
q

��
X g

//

s
::v

v
v

v
v

B

has a lifts = (φ,H). However, the image ofs lies inA ×B BI , sopB0H = f φ.
Furthermore,pB1H = pB1 pr2 s = qs = g.

PROPOSITION 2.6.Let FA → A (resp.FB → B) be a weak equivalence with
FA (resp.FB ) cofibrant. For any morphismf : A → B there exists a morphism
f̃ : FA→ FB such that the diagram

FA

��

f̃ //___ FB

��
A

f // B

commutes up to homotopy.

PROPOSITION AND DEFINITION 2.7.Let i : F → A be a weak equivalence
with F cofibrant. The homology of the module of indecomposablesQF of F does
not depend on the choice ofF . It is called the Quillen homology ofA and is denoted
byHQ∗ (A).

The proof involves the two following lemmas which can be found in [3, 16].

LEMMA 2.8. Let F : C←−−→D : G be adjoint functors between model categories.
The following are equivalent:

(i) F preserves cofibrations andG preserves fibrations,
(ii) F preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations,
(iii) G preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations.

LEMMA 2.9. Let F : C → D be a functor between model categories. IfF pre-
serves trivial cofibrations between cofibrant objects, thenF preserves weak equi-
valences between cofibrant objects.
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Proof of Proposition2.7. Let F1 → A andF2 → A be weak equivalences
with F1 andF2 cofibrant. By Lemma 2.5, there exists a morphismh such that the
diagram

F2

��
F1

h

>>}
}

}
}

// A

commutes up to homotopy. Henceh is a weak equivalence between cofibrant
objects.

It suffices to notice that the indecomposable elements functorQ is left ad-
joint to the functor(−)+ from the category of differential graded vector spaces
to dgP − alg which assigns to a vector spaceV the trivial algebraV+. Since(−)+
preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations thenQ preserves cofibrations and trivial
cofibrations (Lemma 2.8), then it preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant
objects (Lemma 2.9). Consequentlyh induces an isomorphismH∗(QF1) ∼=
H∗(QF2).

COROLLARY 2.10. If a morphism of differential gradedP-algebras is a weak
equivalence then it induces an isomorphism in homology.

Remark2.11. When the operadP is a Koszul operad, there is a canonical free
resolution (Theorem 1.12)T (P, s−1CP(A))→ A; hence the Quillen homology of
A (see 2.7) isH∗(s−1CP(A)), so it is isomorphic to the operadic homologyHP∗ .
More preciselyHP∗ (A) = HQ

∗−1(A).

DEFINITION 2.12. (Hurewicz Morphism). LetA be a differential gradedP-alge-
bra andF → A be a weak equivalence withF cofibrant. The mapF → QF

induces a morphismπ∗(A) = π∗(F ) −→ H∗(QF) = HQ∗ (A) called theHurewicz
morphismand denoted byφ.

THEOREM 2.13.LetA be a differential gradedP-algebra andn a nonnegative
integer.

(a) If πk(A) = 0 for 06 k6 n, then the Hurewicz morphism is an isomorphism
for k6 2n+ 1 and an epimorphism fork = 2n+ 2.

(b) If π0(A) = 0 andHQ
k (A) = 0 for 06 k6 n, then the Hurewicz morphism is

an isomorphism fork6 2n+ 1 and an epimorphism fork = 2n+ 2.

Proof. (a) Assume thatπk(A) = 0 for 06 k6 n. We consider the gradedP-
algebraB defined by

Bi = Ai for i> n+ 2,

Bi = 0 for i6 n and

Bn+1 = Ker(d : An+1→ An).
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Then(B, d) is a differential gradedP-algebra. Furthermore the mapB → A is a
weak equivalence. SinceB is n-reduced then so is its canonical resolutionF (see
remark 1.11). We obtain then a weak equivalencei : F → A with F almost free.
SinceF is n reduced, the second ideal of augmentationF 2 is (2n+ 1)-reduced.

The short exact sequence 0→ F 2 → F → QF → 0 yields a long exact
sequence in homology

· · · → Hk(F
2)→ Hk(F )→ Hk(QF)→ Hk−1(F

2)→ · · · .
It suffices to replaceHk(F ) by πk(A) andHk(QF) byHQ

k (A).
(b) We prove by induction onk thatπk(A) = 0 for 06 k6 n. It is trivial for

k = 0. Assume thatπi(A) = 0 for 06 i6 k wherek < n. The result follows by
(a): the Hurewicz morphismφi is an isomorphism for 06 i6 2k+ 1, in particular,
πk+1(A) = 0 sinceHQ

k+1(A) = 0. Henceπk(A) = 0 for 06 k6 n and we apply
(a) to conclude.

3. Obstruction Theory

Obstruction to extending maps has been studied by M. Rothenberg and G. Trianta-
fillou [19] in the category of differential graded Lie algebras. In this section, we
develop an obstruction theory (to extending maps and homotopies) in the category
of differential gradedP-algebras for any unital operadP. Proofs are similar to the
classical case, so we do not give any detail.

Let N be an almost free algebra andi : N → L an almost free morphism.
Obstruction theory is based on two extension problems.

The first one is the following: given a morphisml : N → M withM connected
and a diagram

N
l //

i

��

M

L

>>}
}

}
}

what is the obstruction to the existence of a lift in that diagram?
The second one is concerned with homotopy extensions. That is, given some

morphismsf, g : L → M, with M connected and such thatf is homotopic to
g onN , what is the obstruction to the existence of a homotopy fromf to g? By
homotopy we mean a right homotopy (in the sense of Quillen) and since all objects
considered are fibrant and cofibrant it is equivalent to a homotopy via the canonical
path space. Thus,f is homotopicto g if there exists a morphism of differential gra-
dedP-algebrasH : L→ MI such thatpM0 H = f andpM1 H = g (see definition
2.4).
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NOTATION. LetP be a unital operad (i.e.P(0) = 0 andP(1) = K). We write

N = T (P, V ) =
⊕
n> 1

P(n)⊗Sn V
⊗n and L = N ∨ T (P,W) = T (P, V ⊕W).

Recall that the module of indecomposablesQL = L/L2 is isomorphic toV ⊕
W . We define the skeletal filtration ofL overN by

skn L := N ∨ T (P, n⊕
i=0

Wi

)
and sk−1L := N.

Theorem 3.7 gives an answer to the first problem and Theorem 3.8 answers the
second one. First of all, we compute the obstruction to extending a mapf : skn L→
M to a mapf ′ : skn+1L→ M.

LEMMA 3.1. Let f : skn L → M be a morphism of differential gradedP-alge-
bras withM connected. Thenf determines an elementO(f ) ∈ Zn+1 Hom(QL/
QN,πn(M)) which is the obstruction to extendingf to skn+1L. Moreover,O(f )
depends only on the homotopy class off .

This lemma is the first step towards an obstruction to extending maps. IfO(f ) 6=
0 but if its class vanishes inHn+1 Hom(QL/QN,πn(M)), we prove that we can
extendf to a mapf̃ : skn+1L → M which coincides withf only on skn−1L

(see Theorem 3.7). From now on, we need to treat homotopies and for that purpose
we define an integration operator analogous to the one defined by P. Deligne, P.
Griffiths, J. Morgan and D. Sullivan [2, 7] for the needs of homotopy theory in the
category of commutative algebras.

DEFINITION 3.2 (Integration of a Homotopy). LetB be a differential gradedP-
algebra and

∫ 1
0 : BI → B and

∫ t
0 : BI → BI be linear operators of degree 1

defined by:∫ 1

0
b⊗ t i = 0 and

∫ 1

0
b⊗ t idt = (−1)|b|

b

i + 1
;

∫ t

0
b⊗ t i = 0 and

∫ t

0
b ⊗ t idt = (−1)|b|b⊗ t i+1

i + 1
.

The following proposition is a straightforward calculation.

PROPOSITION 3.3.Supposeβ ∈ BI andH : A→ BI is a homotopy fromf to
g; then we have

(a) d
∫ t

0
β +

∫ t

0
dβ = β − pB0 β ⊗ 1,
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(b) d
∫ 1

0
H(a)+

∫ 1

0
dH(a) = g(a)− f (a).

The relation (b) implies that
∫ 1

0 H is a chain homotopy fromf to g.

LEMMA 3.4. Letf, g : skn L→ M be morphisms of differential gradedP-alge-
bras. Assume the existence of a homotopyH : skn−1L→ MI from f to g. These
hypotheses determine an element1(f, g,H) ∈ Hom(QL/QN,πn(M))n which
is the obstruction to extendingH to a homotopyH ′ : skn L → MI from f to g.
Furthermore1(f, g,H) depends only on the homotopy classes off andg.

Proof. Because of 3.3 (b), the mapψ = g − f − ∫ 1
0 Hd: Ln −→ M has its

values inZn(M). It is easy to check thatpψ vanishes on(L2)n. Hence, we can
factorpψ :

Ln
ψ //

ρn

��

Zn(M)
p // πn(M)

(QL)n

CH

44iiiiiiiii

Now define1(f, g,H) ∈ Hom(QL/QN,πn(M))n by1(f, g,H)([u]) = CH(u)
and the lemma easily follows.

LEMMA 3.5. Letf, g : skn L→ M be morphisms of differential gradedP-alge-
bras, andH : skn−1L→ MI be a homotopy fromf to g. ThenO(g)−O(f ) =
d1(f, g,H).

If two mapsf, g : skn L→ M coincide on skn−1L, we can define the homoto-
py sM0 f : skn−1L→ MI from f to g. Then we denote1(f, g, sM0 f ) by1(f, g).

Since
∫ 1

0 s
M
0 f d = 0, the mapψ defined in the proof of Lemma 3.4 is just equal to

g − f . The proof of the next lemma is left to the reader.

LEMMA 3.6. Let f : skn L → M be a morphism of differential gradedP-alge-
bras withM connected andα ∈ Hom(QL/QN,πn(M))n. Then there exists a
morphismg : skn L→ M such thatg|skn−1L = f |skn−1L and1(f, g) = α.

The main theorem of obstruction to extending maps follows by Lemmas 3.5 and
3.6:

THEOREM 3.7. Let f : skn L → M be a morphism of differential gradedP-
algebras withM connected. Then the class ofO(f ) inHn+1 Hom(QL/QN,πn(M))
defined in Lemma 3.1 vanishes if and only if there existsg : skn+1L → M such
thatg|skn−1L = f |skn−1L.
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By virtue of 3.4, obstruction to extending a homotopy lies in Hom(QL/QN,

πnM)
n. It is not hard to prove, following the plan of the proof of the theorem 3.7,

the next theorem concerning the obstruction to extending homotopies.

THEOREM 3.8. Assumen> 1. Let f, g : skn+1L → M be morphisms of diffe-
rential gradedP-algebras withM connected and letH : skn−1L → MI be
a homotopy fromf to g on skn−1L. Then the class of1(f, g,H) vanishes in
Hn(QL/QN,πnM) if and only if there exists a homotopỹH : skn L→ MI from
f to g onskn L which coincides withH on skn−2L.

4. Plus-Construction

Recall first Quillen’s plus-construction: letX be a connected CW-complex with
π1(X) perfect; then there exists a mapi : X → X+ inducing an isomorphism in
homology withX+ simply connected [9, 17]. T. Pirashvili [15] has adapted this
construction to simplicial Lie algebras. We prove that this construction exists in
the framework of differential graded algebras over an operad. More precisely, let
P be a unital operad andA be a differential gradedP-algebra withπ0(A) perfect,
that meansQπ0(A) = 0. We take an almost free resolutionF of A and obtain a
plus-construction onF .

THEOREM 4.1. LetF be an almost free differential gradedP-algebra withπ0(F )

perfect. Then there exists an almost free morphismi : F → F+ such thatπ0(F
+) =

0 andHQ∗ (i) is an isomorphism. Moreover,i is universal up to homotopy among
morphismsF → G withG connected. In particular the pair(i, F+) is unique up
to homotopy.

Proof. In order to prove the existence of such a construction, we use the same
techniques as in the topological case. The first step consists of adding some 1-cells
so thatπ0(F ) is ‘killed’. In the second step we add some 2-cells to annihilate the
homology appeared in the first step. We setF = T (P, V ).

First step.LetM be a subset ofF0 generating theP-algebraπ0(F ). Set

F ′ = T (P, V ⊕
m∈M

Kem
)

with |em| = 1 and d(em) = m. The morphismj : F → F ′ is almost free and it is
clear thatπ0(F

′) = 0. Furthermore the diagram of short exact sequences

0 → F
j−→ F ′ → Coker(j) → 0

↓ ↓ ↓
0 → QF

Qj−→ QF ′ → Coker(Qj) → 0

yields a homology diagram:

H1(F
′)
φ1−→H1(QF

′)
p−→H1 Coker(Qj)→ H0(QF).
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By definition, one has:H1(F
′) = π1(F

′) andH1(QF
′) = HQ

1 (F
′); in factφ1 is

nothing but the Hurewicz morphism. Sinceπ0(F
′) = 0, thenφ1 is an isomorphism

by Theorem 2.13. Nowpφ1 is surjective becauseH0(QF) = H
Q
0 (F ) = 0. The

isomorphism

Coker(Qj) ∼=
⊕
m∈M

Kem

provides for allm ∈ M an elementαm ∈ F ′1 such that dαm = 0 and such that its
projection onto⊕m∈MKem is em.

Second step. SetF+ = T (P, V ⊕m∈M Kem⊕m∈M Kσm) with |σm| = 2 and dσm =
αm. Clearly the mapi : F → F+ is an almost free morphism andF+ is connected.
We deduce from the isomorphism

Coker(Qi) ∼=
⊕
m∈M

Kem
⊕
m∈M

Kσm,

that Coker(Qi) is acyclic. Whencei realizes an isomorphism in homology as re-
quired.

The next general lemma insures the universality as well as the uniqueness up to
homotopy of the construction. The proof relies on obstruction theory.

LEMMA 4.2. Let i : F → F ′ be an almost free morphism between almost free
differential gradedP-algebras. IfHQ∗ (i) is an isomorphism, then for every mor-
phismf : F → G withG connected, there exists a mapg : F ′ → G unique up to
homotopy such thatgi = f .

COROLLARY 4.3. The plus-construction is functorial up to homotopy in the ca-
tegory of almost free differential gradedP-algebras.

The next proposition shows that the plus-construction does not depend on the
choice of an almost free resolution. Hence, we can define a plus-construction for
every differential gradedP-algebras.

PROPOSITION AND DEFINITION 4.4.LetA be a differential gradedP-algebra
whoseπ0 is perfect,F an almost free resolution ofA andF+ its plus-construction.
Then the homotopy and the Quillen homology ofF+ does not depend on the choice
of F . Then we define the homology and homotopy ofA+ by the relations

π∗(A+) := π∗(F+) and HQ
∗ (A

+) := HQ
∗ (F

+).

Proof.By Lemma 2.5, ifαF : F → A andαG : G→ B are weak equivalences
with F andG cofibrant, then there existsu : F → G such thatαGu is homotopic
to αF . As a consequenceu is an isomorphism in homotopy between objects which
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are both cofibrant and fibrant, so it is a homotopy equivalence [3, 16]. Thus, there
existsv : G → F such thatuv andvu are homotopic to the identity. Applying
the plus-construction, there exist morphismsu+ : F+ → G+ andv+ : G+ → F+
such thatu+v+ andv+u+ are homotopic to the identity. As a conclusionπ∗(u+) is
an isomorphism.

We conclude this section by computing homotopy lower degree terms.

PROPOSITION 4.5.LetA be a differential gradedP-algebra whoseπ0 is perfect.
The following relations hold:

π0(A
+) = 0 and π1(A

+) ∼= HQ
1 (A).

Proof. The first relation is contained in the definition of the plus-construction.
The second one follows by the Hurewicz theorem (Theorem 2.13).

5. Homotopy of sl(A)+(A)+(A)+

LetA be an associative algebra with unit. Recall that glr (A) denotes the Lie algebra
of r×r-matrices overA equipped with the bracket [α, β] = αβ−βα. We denote by
gl(A) the inductive limit of the canonical inclusions glr (A)→ glr+1(A). Let sl(A)
be the kernel of the trace map Tr: gl(A)→ A/[A,A]. Then sl(A) is a perfect Lie
algebra. Recall that the Chevalley–Eilenberg homology of sl(A) is the homology
of the following complex:

· · · → 3nsl(A)
d−→3n−1sl(A)→ · · · → sl(A)→ 0,

with

d(g1 ∧ · · · ∧ gn)
=

∑
16 i<j 6 n

(−1)i+j−1[gi, gj ] ∧ g1 ∧ · · · ∧ ĝi ∧ · · · ∧ ĝj ∧ · · · ∧ gn.

It is also the operadic homology of sl(A), denoted byHLie∗ (A) and alsoHQ
∗−1(A)

(see 2.11).
A Leibniz algebrais a vector spaceL endowed with a bilinear map [−,−] :

L× L→ L which satisfies:

[x, [y, z]] = [[x, y], z] − [[x, z], y], ∀x, y, z ∈ L.
If the bracket is antisymmetric, then this relation is equivalent to the Jacobi rela-
tion. Consequently a Lie algebra is a Leibniz algebra. The Leibniz homology of a
Leibniz algebraL is the homology of the complex

· · · → L⊗n d−→L⊗n−1→ · · · → L→ 0,
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with [10]

d(l1⊗ · · · ⊗ ln) =
∑

16 i<j 6 n
(−1)j l1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ li−1⊗ [li , lj ] ⊗ · · · ⊗ l̂j ⊗ · · · ⊗ ln.

It is also the operadic homology ofL, HLeib∗ (L), or the Quillen homology ofL,
H

Q
∗−1(L).
As a conclusion, sl(A) can be considered as a Leibniz algebra. We will compute

the homotopy of sl(A)+ in the category of Lie algebras as well as in the category
of Leibniz algebras (Propositions 5.2 and 5.3).

LetP be a finite dimensional unital Koszul operad. The symbolP ! denotes the
dual operad associated toP. Recall that a reduced free gradedP ! -coalgebra has
the form

C(P !, V ) =
⊕
n> 1

(P !(n)∗ ⊗ V ⊗n)Sn , (see 1.7).

The operadic homology of a differential gradedP-algebraX is the homolo-
gy of the total bicomplexCP(X) which is the reduced free gradedP ! -coalgebra
generated bysX equipped with a specific differential (see 1.13).

PROPOSITION 5.1.LetX be a differential gradedP-algebra whose homology is
a reduced free gradedP !-coalgebra:HP∗ (X) = C(P !, V ). Then

(a) there exists a quasi-isomorphism ofP !-coalgebrasCP(X)→ HP∗ (X);
(b) if X is connected, thenπ∗(X) is isomorphic tos−1V .

Proof. (a) There is the following isomorphism of vector spaces:

CP(X) ∼= HP∗ (X)⊕ B∗(X)⊕Q,
whereB∗(X) denotes the sub-vector space of boundaries ofX. We then get a
morphism of differential graded vector spacesφ : CP(X) → HP∗ (X), and thus,
a morphism of differential graded vector spacespφ : CP(X) → V , wherep is
the projection ofC(P !, V ) ontoV . On the one hand, the universal property of a
reduced free coalgebra yields a unique morphism of differential gradedP ! -coalge-
brasψ : CP(X) → HP∗ (X) such thatpψ = pφ. On the other hand, because of
the universal property,π∗(ψ) is the unique morphism of gradedP ! -coalgebras such
thatpπ∗(ψ) = pπ∗(φ). It follows thatψ is a weak equivalence.

(b) Assume thatX is connected. By replacingX by its truncation

Zn = Xn for n > 1, Z1 = Ker(d: X1→ X0) and Z0 = 0,

we can assumeX0 = 0. These conditions implyHPi (X) = 0 for i = 0,1; thus
V0 = V1 = 0. Therefore,ψ is a weak equivalence between 2-reduced differential
gradedP ! -coalgebras. The functorTP then preserves this weak equivalence (see
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1.15). Notice thatC(P !, V ) = CP(s−1V ), wheres−1V is regarded as a trivial
P-algebra with zero differential. As a conclusion, every morphism in the diagram

TPCP(X) → TP (HP∗ (X))↓ ↓
X s−1V

is a weak equivalence; hence we get

π∗(X) ∼= π∗(s−1V ) = s−1V.

PROPOSITION 5.2.Let A be a unital associative algebra. Consider the plus-
construction ofsl(A) in the category of differential graded Lie algebras. Then

π∗(sl(A)+) ∼= HC∗(A),
whereHC∗(A) is the reduced cyclic homology ofA, i.e. HC0(A) = 0 and
HCi(A) = HCi(A), for i > 0.

Proof.The proof is based on well-known results. By the theorem of J.-L. Loday
and D. Quillen [10, 12], proved independently by B. Tsygan [20], there exists an
isomorphism of Hopf algebras

HLie
∗ (gl(A)) ∼= 3∗(HC(A)[1]).

The proof of this theorem goes in two steps. The first one consists of computing
the primitive part of the coalgebraHLie∗ (gl(A)). In the second step, the direct
sum of matrices endowsHLie∗ (gl(A)) with a structure of commutative and co-
commutative Hopf algebra. The result follows by applying the theorem of Cartan–
Milnor–Moore. With the same method, it is not hard to prove that there is an
isomorphism of co-commutative coalgebras:

HLie
∗ (sl(A)) ∼= 3∗(HC(A)[1]).

However,HLie∗ (sl(A)+) = HLie∗ (sl(A)) and sl(A)+ is connected, hence by virtue
of Proposition 5.1, we get the isomorphism:

π∗(sl(A)+) ∼= HC∗(A).

PROPOSITION 5.3.Let A be a unital associative algebra. Consider the plus-
construction ofsl(A) in the category of differential graded Leibniz algebras. Then

π∗(sl(A)+) ∼= HH ∗(A),
whereHH ∗(A) is the reduced Hochschild homology ofA, i.e.HH 0(A) = 0 and
HHi(A) = HHi(A), for i > 0.

Proof.The theorem of C. Cuvier and J.-L. Loday [1, 10] implies the following
isomorphism of graded vector spaces:

HL(gl(A)) ∼= T (HH(A)[1]) .
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J.-M. Oudom improved this theorem by proving that this isomorphism is an iso-
morphism of graded Leibniz-dual coalgebras [14], and is an isomorphism of abelian
groups in the category of graded Leibniz-dual coalgebras: the group structure is in-
duced by the direct sum of matrices. With the same method of proving the theorem
of C. Cuvier, J.-L. Loday and J.-M. Oudom, we get the following isomorphism of
graded Leibniz-dual coalgebras:

HL(sl(A)) ∼= T (HH(A)[1]) .

The result now follows by Proposition 5.1.
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